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Which three steps are involved in onboarding an account for Data Security? (Choose
three.)

A. Create a read-only role with in-line policies
B. Create a Cloudtrail with SNS Topic
C. Enable Flow Logs
D. Enter the RoleARN and SNSARN
E. Create a S3 bucket

Answer: B,C,E

An administrator wants to enforce a rate limit for users not being able to post five (5) .tar.gz
files within five (5) seconds.

What does the administrator need to configure?

A. A ban for DoS protection with an average rate of 5 and file extensions match on .tar.gz
on WAAS
B. A ban for DoS protection with a burst rate of 5 and file extensions match on .tar.gz on
CNNF
C. A ban for DoS protection with a burst rate of 5 and file extensions match on .tar gz on
WAAS
D. A ban for DoS protection with an average rate of 5 and file extensions match on .tar.gz
on CNNF

Answer: C

The security team wants to enable the “block” option under compliance checks on the host.

What effect will this option have if it violates the compliance check?

A. The host will be taken offline.
B. Additional hosts will be prevented form starting.
C. Containers on a host will be stopped.
D. No containers will be allowed to start on that host.

Question No : 1

Question No : 2
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Answer: B
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/runtime_defense/runtime_defense_containers.html

Which type of compliance check is available for rules under Defend > Compliance >
Containers and Images > CI?

A. Host
B. Container
C. Functions
D. Image

Answer: B
Reference:
https://docs.twistlock.com/docs/enterprise_edition/compliance/manage_compliance.html

A security team has a requirement to ensure the environment is scanned for vulnerabilities.
What are three options for configuring vulnerability policies? (Choose three.)

A. individual actions based on package type
B. output verbosity for blocked requests
C. apply policy only when vendor fix is available
D. individual grace periods for each severity level
E. customize message on blocked requests

Answer: B,C,D
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/19-11/prisma-cloud-
compute-edition- admin/vulnerability_management/vuln_management_rules.html
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The development team wants to fail CI jobs where a specific CVE is contained within the
image. How should the development team configure the pipeline or policy to produce this
outcome?

A. Set the specific CVE exception as an option in Jenkins or twistcli.
B. Set the specific CVE exception as an option in Defender running the scan.
C. Set the specific CVE exception as an option using the magic string in the Console.
D. Set the specific CVE exception in Console’s CI policy.

Answer: D

Explanation: 

Reference tech docs: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-

admin-compute/continuous_integration/set_policy_ci_plugins.html 

Vulnerability rules that target the build tool can allow specific vulnerabilities by creating an

exception and setting the effect to 'ignore'. Block them by creating an exception and setting

hte effect to 'fail'. For example, you could create a vulnerability rule that explicitly allows

CVE-2018-1234 to suppress warnings in the scan results. 

A business unit has acquired a company that has a very large AWS account footprint. The
plan is to immediately start onboarding the new company’s AWS accounts into Prisma
Cloud Enterprise tenant immediately. The current company is currently not using AWS
Organizations and will require each account to be onboarded individually.

The business unit has decided to cover the scope of this action and determined that a
script should be written to onboard each of these accounts with general settings to gain
immediate posture visibility across the accounts.

Which API endpoint will specifically add these accounts into the Prisma Cloud Enterprise
tenant?

A. https://api.prismacloud.io/cloud/
B. https://api.prismacloud.io/account/aws
C. https://api.prismacloud.io/cloud/aws

Question No : 7
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D. https://api.prismacloud.io/accountgroup/aws

Answer: B

A security team is deploying Cloud Native Application Firewall (CNAF) on a containerized
web application. The application is running an NGINX container. The container is listening
on port 8080 and is mapped to host port 80.

Which port should the team specify in the CNAF rule to protect the application?

A. 443
B. 80
C. 8080
D. 8888

Answer: C
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/19-11/prisma-cloud-
compute-edition- admin/firewalls/deploy_cnaf.html

The compliance team needs to associate Prisma Cloud policies with compliance
frameworks. Which option should the team select to perform this task?

A. Custom Compliance
B. Policies
C. Compliance
D. Alert Rules

Answer: B
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-
admin/prisma-cloud-

compliance/compliance-dashboard.html

Question No : 8
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An administrator for Prisma Cloud needs to obtain a graphical view to monitor all
connections, including connections across hosts and connections to any configured
network objects.

Which setting does the administrator enable or configure to accomplish this task?

A. ADEM
B. WAAS Analytics
C. Telemetry
D. Cloud Native Network Firewall
E. Host Insight

Answer: D
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/21-04/prisma-cloud-
compute-edition-admin/firewalls/cnnf_self_hosted.html

Which two integrations enable ingesting host findings to generate alerts? (Choose two.)

A. Splunk
B. Tenable
C. JIRA
D. Qualys

Answer: A,D

On which cloud service providers can you receive new API release information for Prisma
Cloud?

A. AWS, Azure, GCP, Oracle, IBM
B. AWS, Azure, GCP, Oracle, Alibaba
C. AWS, Azure, GCP, IBM
D. AWS, Azure, GCP, IBM, Alibaba

Question No : 10

Question No : 11
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Answer: B

Which alert deposition severity must be chosen to generate low and high severity alerts in
the Anomaly settings when user wants to report on an unknown browser and OS,
impossible time travel, or both due to account hijacking attempts?

A. High
B. Aggressive
C. Moderate
D. Conservative

Answer: C

You are tasked with configuring a Prisma Cloud build policy for Terraform. What type of
query is necessary to complete this policy?

A. YAML
B. JSON
C. CloudFormation
D. Terraform

Answer: B
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-
admin/prisma-cloud-policies/ create-a-policy/prisma-cloud-create-config-build-policy.html

An administrator wants to install the Defenders to a Kubernetes cluster. This cluster is
running the console on the default service endpoint and will be exporting to YAML.

Console Address: $CONSOLE_ADDRESS Websocket Address:
$WEBSOCKET_ADDRESS User: $ADMIN_USER

Question No : 13

Question No : 14
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Which command generates the YAML file for Defender install?

A. <PLATFORM>/twistcli defender \
--address $CONSOLE_ADDRESS \
--user $ADMIN_USER \
--cluster-address $CONSOLE_ADDRESS
B. <PLATFORM>/twistcli defender export kubernetes \
--address $WEBSOCKET_ADDRESS \
--user $ADMIN_USER \
--cluster-address $CONSOLE_ADDRESS
C. <PLATFORM>/twistcli defender YAML kubernetes \
--address $CONSOLE_ADDRESS \
--user $ADMIN_USER \
--cluster-address $WEBSOCKET_ADDRESS
D. <PLATFORM>/twistcli defender export kubernetes \
--address $CONSOLE_ADDRESS \
--user $ADMIN_USER \
--cluster-address $WEBSOCKET_ADDRESS

Answer: D
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/install/ install_kubernetes.html

A customer has a requirement to restrict any container from resolving the name www.evil-
url.com.

How should the administrator configure Prisma Cloud Compute to satisfy this requirement?

A. Choose “copy into rule” for any Container, set www.evil-url.com as a blocklisted DNS
name in the Container policy and set the policy effect to alert.
B. Set www.evil-url.com as a blocklisted DNS name in the default Container runtime policy,
and set the effect to block.
C. Choose “copy into rule” for any Container, set www.evil-url.com as a blocklisted DNS
name, and set the effect to prevent.
D. Set www.evil-url.com as a blocklisted DNS name in the default Container policy and set
the effect to prevent.

Answer: A

Question No : 16
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What is the default namespace created by Defender DaemonSet during deployment?

A. Redlock
B. Defender
C. Twistlock
D. Default

Answer: B

The security team wants to protect a web application container from an SQLi attack. Which
type of policy should the administrator create to protect the container?

A. CNAF
B. Runtime
C. Compliance
D. CNNF

Answer: A
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/20-09/prisma-cloud-
compute-edition- admin/firewalls/waas

Which of the following is displayed in the asset inventory?

A. EC2 instances
B. Asset tags
C. SSO users
D. Federated users

Answer: A

Question No : 17

Question No : 18

Question No : 19
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✑

✑

✑

Which RQL query type is invalid?

A. Event
B. IAM
C. Incident
D. Config

Answer: B

Explanation: RQL (Real-time Query Language) is a query language used to search, filter

and analyze data in Prisma Cloud. The valid RQL query types are: 
Event: This type of query is used to search, filter and analyze events in Prisma
Cloud.
Incident: This type of query is used to search, filter and analyze security incidents
in Prisma Cloud.
Config: This type of query is used to search, filter and analyze configurations in
Prisma Cloud.

IAM (Identity and Access Management) is not a valid RQL query type as it doesn't fall in
the above three categories. IAM is used to manage user access to Prisma Cloud and other
cloud services, and it is not used to search or analyze data in Prisma Cloud. 
Top of Form 
Bottom of Form 

An organization wants to be notified immediately to any “High Severity” alerts for the
account group “Clinical Trials” via Slack.

Which option shows the steps the organization can use to achieve this goal?

A. 1. Configure Slack Integration
2.Create an alert rule and select “Clinical Trials” as the account group
3.Under the “Select Policies” tab, filter on severity and select “High”
4.Under the Set Alert Notification tab, choose Slack and populate the channel
5.Set Frequency to “As it Happens”
B. 1. Create an alert rule and select “Clinical Trials” as the account group
2.Under the “Select Policies” tab, filter on severity and select “High”
3.Under the Set Alert Notification tab, choose Slack and populate the channel
4.Set Frequency to “As it Happens”
5.Set up the Slack Integration to complete the configuration
C. 1. Configure Slack Integration

Question No : 21
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2.Create an alert rule
3.Under the “Select Policies” tab, filter on severity and select “High”
4.Under the Set Alert Notification tab, choose Slack and populate the channel
5.Set Frequency to “As it Happens”
D. 1. Under the “Select Policies” tab, filter on severity and select “High”
2.Under the Set Alert Notification tab, choose Slack and populate the channel
3.Set Frequency to “As it Happens”
4.Configure Slack Integration
5.Create an Alert rule

Answer: B

Which policy type in Prisma Cloud can protect against malware?

A. Data
B. Config
C. Network
D. Event

Answer: A
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-
admin/prisma-cloud-policies/create-a-
policy.html#:~:text=%E2%80%94Data%20policies%20protect%20against%20malware,for
%20Data%20Exposure%20or%20Malware

What is the behavior of Defenders when the Console is unreachable during upgrades?

A. Defenders continue to alert, but not enforce, using the policies and settings most
recently cached before upgrading the Console.
B. Defenders will fail closed until the web-socket can be re-established.
C. Defenders will fail open until the web-socket can be re-established.
D. Defenders continue to alert and enforce using the policies and settings most recently
cached before upgrading the Console.

Answer: D

Question No : 22
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Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/20-09/prisma-cloud-
compute-edition- admin/upgrade/upgrade_process.html

Given the following JSON query:

$.resource[*].aws_s3_bucket exists

Which tab is the correct place to add the JSON query when creating a Config policy?

A. Details
B. Compliance Standards
C. Remediation
D. Build Your Rule (Run tab)
E. Build Your Rule (Build tab)

Answer: E

Explanation: The JSON query must be added to the “Build Your Rule” section in the

“Build” tab when creating a Config policy. The “Build” tab is located under the

“Configurations” section in the Config Console. In the “Build” tab, you can add a JSON

query in the “Build Your Rule” section, which will allow you to specify which AWS S3

buckets the policy should apply to. 

An administrator has a requirement to ingest all Console and Defender logs to Splunk.

Which option will satisfy this requirement in Prisma Cloud Compute?

A. Enable the API settings for logging.
B. Enable the CSV export in the Console.
C. Enable the syslog option in the Console
D. Enable the Splunk option in the Console.

Answer: C
Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/audit/logging.html
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What is an example of an outbound notification within Prisma Cloud?

A. AWS Inspector
B. Qualys
C. Tenable
D. PagerDuty

Answer: D

A customer wants to scan a serverless function as part of a build process. Which twistcli
command can be used to scan serverless functions?

A. twistcli function scan <SERVERLESS_FUNCTION.ZIP>
B. twistcli scan serverless <SERVERLESS_FUNCTION.ZIP>
C. twistcli serverless AWS <SERVERLESS_FUNCTION.ZIP>
D. twiscli serverless scan <SERVERLESS_FUNCTION.ZIP>

Answer: A

Explanation:  

The twistcli command is a CLI tool used to scan serverless functions as part of a build

process. The command takes a serverless function as an argument, which should be

provided in the form of a ZIP archive. By running the command, the serverless function will

be scanned for any potential vulnerabilities. 

Move the steps to the correct order to set up and execute a serverless scan using AWS
DevOps.

Question No : 26

Question No : 27
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Answer:

Explanation: 

Graphical user interface, text, application

Description automatically generated 

A customer has Prisma Cloud Enterprise and host Defenders deployed.

What are two options that allow an administrator to upgrade Defenders? (Choose two.)

A. with auto-upgrade, the host Defender will auto-upgrade.

Question No : 29
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